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We welcome the upcoming term with a special edition of  Kamena 
celebrating a form of  writing. These editions are something new 
we have been wanting to try—to spice things up a bit in-between 
our usual editions, and challenge or prompt writers to try new 
things! We dedicate our first edition of  this new series to poetry!  
Keep your eyes peeled for future special editions! 

Another piece of  exciting news: welcome Sophie to the editing 
team! 
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When we meet, and we haven’t yet, I’ll have so much to tell you  

I left my car smoking at the roadside, then took  
my feet homewards for the first time.  
I’ve been running country lanes, living on  
blackberries and rain. See I lost my faith of  late.  
Instead, I put all my trust in the apple-tree,  
Soaked my hope with the sloes,  
Shot rabbits, shot sparrows, then baked  
my love into rabbit pie.  

When we meet, and we haven’t yet, 
I’ll have so much to tell you.  

I think we kissed last time we met, though we didn’t know it.  
I was watching the kestrel hunt when I felt myself  lifting, 
There you were, watching the chalk we were treading.  
Never touching. As the view hit us there was a kiss  
between us, that’s to say we were breathless  
over something.  

I’ve been watching the kite as she follows the plough. 
A lonely hunter, honeyed by the sun. She dips  
her beak in the sillion. This downland saw me childish,  
It’s seen me weeping, joyful, bicycle-riding.  
The old rooks watched as I reeled back  
into my history, where it lies in the shade  
of  the yew. Into my grandmother, when she 
was a lovestruck carnival queen. 

When we come to rest in the garden, I’ll show you 
where my heart hangs from the passion flower,  
Buried deep amongst the fruit, dark amongst the blooms.  
Your voice, it will be another whispering to touch  
and shake the laburnum. When we meet  
we’ll be sarsens through winter, our bodies  
grown over with the white-flowered briars 
come Spring.  
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WHEN WE MEET, AND WE HAVEN’T YET, 
I’LL HAVE SO MUCH TO TELL YOU

by Millie Woodrow



 

My dear,   

My head is swollen and I am suffocating with   

Gentleness. I am a mess under duress.   

I’m sometimes lost and I’m sometimes obscene   

In only glances at your pretty dress.    

My dearer,   

I’m bathing in this ethereal shine of  yours,  

That’s fine. As long as you are mine.   

I’m happy and contented in your shadow  

As long as you yourself  don’t cross the line.    

My dearest,  

Drop into my arms from your high-heels,  

Please. I am a keeper; I will not release.   

The cupid’s arrow never misses fragile hearts,  

For years now I have been deceased.    
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LV LTTR
by Maria Sedykh



THE HEART 

The scarred organ 

impressed from mothers. 

The source of  our life, 

the root of  our bothers. 

  

True yet deceitful - 

enslaved to feeling:  

shutting our fact-blinds 

veiling what we’re dealing. 

We dare to dream 

the most daring dreams 

because of  our keen core. 

But we’re torn at the seams 

when things always seem 

to not go our way - 

craved course gone astray 

pulled by the slipstream 

of  slim-chance or circumstance. 

Failing every time 

to keep mine controlled. 

Though it’s clear pain’s near, 

seems I keep mine dear. 
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by Keith Mulopo



SURFACE TENSION 

We fit together about as well as a stone skipping across a pond, 

kissing where we met. You couldn’t call it love. Oh, I was fond 

of  her, alright. But there was always that elemental difference 

keeping us apart. We both knew it would end. There was no sense 

to it, me, dipping the surface like a swallow feeding on the wing 

and her, the ripple on the surface that changed everything. 
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by Al Mcclimens



THE WORDS OF A WOMAN 

COMMITTED TO PAPER  

Was it your heart strings strumming, 

or your lyre strings humming 

when you picked me out from the lost and found box?  

Was it your tear-drenched words, 

or the ripples in your verse 

when you made me walk that asphalt road by night? 

Were you dreaming of  the lady with a limp, 

or the girl with once-golden hair and soft-to-touch lips 

when you promised that the sun would stroke my skin again? 

Were you longing for this snuffed-out taper, 

or for the woman you committed to paper 

when you stopped at the sight of  the city lights? 

Did you think that I would drag my bloodied heel, 

or that I would run after you in my tattered veil, 

when you sang stanzas stolen from me by the wind? 

Did you consider that our two names would be forever tied, 

or that I would always be your shrouded bride 

when you turned on your heel and held your hand out to me 

if  only to say 

and Eurydice, and Eurydice, and Eurydice? 
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by Phoebe Bush



AM I A PSYCHOPATH  

OR DO I HAVE OCD? 

I saw a boy on the boat today. He had cioccolato caldo curls and skin 

the colour of  lukewarm caffé. He was aged eight years or so, his 

limbs were oil smooth, and I didn’t like the way his denim shorts 

had fashion-friendly scuffs. Lizard girl baking under raviolo sun, 

I fantasised about kicking him with a sharp left foot, knocking 

His thin little legs through the gap between the railings and 

Pushing his small body into the open sea, endless blue marbles 

Or a flat plane of  slate. The sky was a watercolour painting. 

I imagined his short screams, his flailing arms, the shrieking 

Shock of  the other passengers. I imagined the blaring horn 

And the boat suddenly stilled. And I sat on my hands 

And I sat on my feet and I touched the bench in front of  me 

Eight times with my pinkie and I didn’t do it. 
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by Naoise Gale



MISS EAZY-BREEZY YOGHURT 
 

Is life getting hard 

And it’s getting you down? 

Why not live on the lighter side 

With new Eazy-Breezy Yoghurt! 

For my snack at break time 

I don’t worry anymore  

About the overwhelming variety of  choice 

Offered by the booming snack food industry 

I simply whip out my Eazy-Breezy Yoghurt  

To keep things light and easy! After all 

A busy morning can take its toll 

But by break time 

I ignore all my problems 

Because there is no human problem so big 

That it cannot be solved with 

yoghurt! 

Me and a friend have them together 

I converted her to the Eazy-Breezy Belief  System 

Now we’re practically at loggerheads - 

If  we weren’t so Eazy-Breezy of  course! - 

As we compete to be the lightest, airiest 

And most life-loving of  the lot! 

Of  course, if  they ever were to crown  

A queen, a winner, a victor and champion, 

Someone who best represents Eazy-Breezy’s values, 

I would almost certainly win. You see, 

I would win because I have something 

All these other girls just don’t. 

Shall I tell you a secret? 

It wasn’t long ago that I wasn’t Eazy-Breezy. 
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by Phoebe McDade



I used to be Miss Heavy Rain Cloud 

My friends hated that! 

Everything, small tiny itty bitty things, got me down 

That grade, that friend, that boy, 

But, one day, I saw the light of  the lighter side - 

Eazy-Breezy! That was the answer! 

Oh, whenever I hear that first little pitter patter 

I just break out the emergency yoghurt pot! 

Every bad thought is swallowed by a spoonful 

Before it becomes verbal! 

It may seem rather exclamatory, 

But itâ€™s really rather self-explanatory! 

A lighter yoghurt is the thing to set you free, 

And our new Miss Eazy-Breezy seems to agree! 

Congratulations Phoebe! 
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Miss Eazy-Breezy Yoghurt



LAST NIGHT I PAINTED THE SEA 

But I hate the sea 
and the grey beaches that get hot once a year, 
birthing plastic into the arms of  the sand, 
wilted green from leftover lunches into its mouth 
spit back out into the blue uterus. 
Not to mention the ownerless dogs 
running up my seven-year-old legs, 
tall as my head 
until my grandad yanks me up his chest, 
razor rubbed raw feet 
infected with seaweed and salt 
stinging like MY EYE! 
the things sand does to 
MY EYE 
so I cry until it is gone 
(along with half  of  my vision) 
veins popped, blood in white clouds 
that are lost today 
from the hot blue mess of  the sky, 
run rampant with seagulls 
squawking through the screams 
on the prowl for chips in your baby fingers: 
one for me 
one for my friend with the missing feather 
a few for the red tarmac 
sandy sharp stone floor— 
while we’re here 
how about just take them all? 
Beyond us, 
the washed town 
grey with rows of  rainbow buildings 
and towers of  red plastic castles. 
Even sweet shops full of  sour blue raspberry 
that will strip your tongue of  a few layers, 
make it bleed, 
even ice cream parlours 
with strawberry pink and bubble gum blue, 
chilled for five minutes of  reprieve, 
can’t peel back the clingfilm of  this town 
wrapped everywhere, 
creased and wrinkled, 
pulled from the box wrong, 
bent at the serrated edge, 
everywhere like the sand under my fingernails. 

I don’t hate the sea, 
but the tide pulls back 
and I can’t touch it. 
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by Scarlett Bennett-Weston



A KABBALAH POEM 
 

The world is a theater of  text, all’s composed of  letters, 
Nucleic letters that when ranked together spell the form 
They arrange in angelic tongue, a garden of  language, 
We are vast, vast, beautiful roses of  vocabulary, 
Blossoms of  things spelled out, but on inspection 
Are hued, dimensioned, all appearances as we know them 
Satisfied. The lost language of  god! 
To be deprived of  it and what it composes, the parts, 
The innards that bridge us to - a cord through 
Which our contact thrives, on which music’s played. 
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by S. T. Brant



CLIMAX 

I am prone to poetry 

~Strange in syntax~ 

I get told that I act out my feelings rather than say them 

In brackets and italicized: 

(I need you to show me that you need me) 

I live in a molehill but 

I’ve climbed Everest by noon 

I stop to eat lunch at the peak and look around 

Forget the time 

because the sky is so big 

Forget to eat 

Because I feel so tiny 

And then I’m late and I’m running 

Down 

Down 

Down. 

Sat at the table an hour before dinner 

Drunk before 9 

But awake for so long 

Wondering how far the terraced roofs that zig-zag across the horizon 

Red against the violet 

Could go 

And if  I can make it home 

By the end of  the song. 

I see the metaphor in the factual and the infinite in the moment. 

The houses around me are all white like background noise 

To the mattresses on the doorsteps; 

Crumpled blankets 

And ten green bottles 

Empty. 
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by Katie Brown



The Big Issue is that I forget 

To be serious when I’m serious. 

In fact, 

I’m not even sure when I’m not joking 

I just ride the tragic arc like Noah, 

Through rainbow storms 

To the promised land. 

I have never reached, 

Where I hope it gets better. 

I take my pills two by two 

With breakfast so I don’t get motion sickness. 

God gives me hope 

But I am an atheist 

So I give it him back, 

Apologising. 

Or give it to someone else, 

Apologising. 

I lost my catharsis with my keys and my purse, 

And the point by the end. 

Sorry. 
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Climax



A SPOON

I see myself. 
And the reflection of  a different self. 
A distorted self. 
It reflects the curves of  my face. 
A pleasing face. 
No, I don’t think it is anymore. 
Reminiscent? 
Yes, perhaps. 
Reminding me of  something I had. 
Or will have. 
Is this what I see? 
I don’t think. 
I just see. 
Gaze. Glazed. 
It’s not transparent. 
I do not see the future nor the past. 
I just see a pleasant face 
reflecting something that has passed. 
Or will soon come. 
I see myself. 
From a spoon’s head. 
Who am I? 
What’s my name? 
Am I born? 
Or am I dead? 
I think now. 
I gaze back at the spoon’s head. 
The future: was. 
The past: will. 

The present?
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by Peter Noblet
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